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Of corpses, ghosts and mirages: biomechanical consequences of
morphology depend on the environment
M. A. R. Koehl

ABSTRACT
Organisms are subject to the laws of physics, so comparative
biomechanics is a powerful approach for identifying basic principles
that apply across taxa of how morphology affects performance of
mechanical functions such as locomotion, feeding or resisting
damage. Journal of Experimental Biology has been a leading
journal for decades in publishing studies revealing such basic
biomechanical principles. However, field studies of the physical
environment, ecological interactions and life-history strategies of
organisms reveal which aspects of their biomechanical performance
are important to their success in different types of natural habitats,
and thus enable us to design ecologically relevant laboratory
experiments to understand biomechanical function. Because the
fitness consequences of differences in morphology are affected by
the biological and physical environment, biomechanics can be used
to identify how physical constraints on the performance of organisms
with different body plans in variable environments can affect
evolution. I illustrate these points with examples from the literature
that show how the biomechanical consequences of morphology
depend on the ecology of the organisms. Knowledge of the temporal
patterns of interactions of organisms with their physical and biological
environments is essential for understanding their functional
morphology as it changes during ontogeny, and it reveals
constraints on their evolution.

KEY WORDS: Mechanical ecology, Comparative biomechanics,
Ecomechanics, Evolutionary biomechanics, Morphology,
Microhabitat

INTRODUCTION
Vogel and Wainwright (1969) wrote in a biology lab manual,
‘Structure without function is a corpse, and function without
structure is a ghost’. Here, I argue that this sentence should also say
‘...and an organism without its environment is a mirage’. While a
ghost is a disembodied spirit, a mirage is something that seems to be
real or true but is not really so (https://www.macmillandictionary.
com/us/dictionary/american/mirage). My message is that ecology
can determine how morphology affects performance. My hope is
that this understanding can be woven into future studies of the
evolution of organism structure and biomechanical function.
Comparative biomechanics is the study of non-human model

organisms to elucidate general principles that apply across taxa of
how biological structure determines physical performance. Journal
of Experimental Biology (JEB) is a leading journal in publishing
comparative biomechanics studies that reveal basic physical rules

about how morphology at the cellular, tissue and whole-organism
levels affects the performance of mechanical functions such as
locomotion, feeding or resisting damage. These physical principles
are explained for biologists in textbooks (e.g. Alexander, 1968,
2003a; Wainwright, et al., 1976; Niklas, 1992; Vogel, 1994; 2013;
Vincent, 2012). Such quantitative biomechanical rules enable us to
identify which aspects of morphology have important effects on
defined aspects of organism performance and which have minor
consequences, and they also predict how size changes can lead to
novel biomechanical functions (reviewed in Koehl, 1996, 2000).

Organism morphology and mechanisms of motion evolved in the
messy natural world where living things interact with complex
terrain, turbulent ambient water flow or wind, and other organisms.
Therefore, to understand the functional consequences of various
aspects of the morphology and motion of an organism, we must
measure the physical and biological environment as it is
encountered by the organism throughout its ontogeny, and we
must determine which biomechanical functions are important to its
growth, survival and fitness in its natural habitat. In this paper, I
present examples of how coupling field studies of ecological
interactions, life-history strategies and physical habitats of
organisms with laboratory analyses of their biomechanics can
improve or change our understanding of the performance
consequences of their morphologies. My goal is not to provide a
comprehensive literature review of this topic, but rather to use
selected examples to illustrateways in which insights in comparative
biomechanics can come from interfacing with ecology. Another
objective is to include a historical perspective that highlights early
studies in which these ideas and approaches were introduced.

The interface between comparative biomechanics and
ecology
Research at the interface between biomechanics and ecology has
enhanced our understanding of the function of both ecosystems and
organisms.

Some ecologists recognized the importance of processes at the
organismal level in determining the dynamics of populations,
communities and ecosystems, and in affecting the distribution and
abundance of organisms (e.g. Schoener, 1986; May et al., 1989;
McGill et al., 2006; Kiørboe et al., 2018). ‘Biophysical ecology’
(Gates, 1975), which analyzes heat and mass exchange between
organisms and the environment, shows how organismal-level
physiology and behavior can affect ecological processes (e.g.
Gates, 1980; Porter et al., 1975; Campbell and Norman, 1998;
Helmuth et al., 2010; Monteith and Unsworth, 2013). Likewise,
‘ecomechanics’ (Bauer et al., 2020) explores how organismal-level
biomechanical mechanisms affect ecological processes (reviewed
by Koehl, 1989, 1996, 1999; Jumars, 1993; Koehl and Wolcott,
2004; Herrel et al., 2006; Denny and Gaylord, 2010; Denny and
Wethey, 2001; Baskett, 2012; Gaylord et al., 2012; Denny, 2016).
JEB published a Special Issue on ecomechanics in 2012
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(‘Biophysics, bioenergetics and mechanistic approaches to
ecology’; Denny, 2012; Knight, 2012), and Denny (2016) has
written an ecomechanics textbook.
Here, I complement the rich literature in biophysical ecology and

ecomechanics by focusing instead on ‘mechanical ecology’ (Bauer
et al., 2020), studies that investigate how the ecology of organisms
determines their biomechanical performance (Koehl, 1996, 1999,
2010, 2022).

Mechanical ecology: environment can determine how
morphology affects performance
Knowledge of the natural history of organisms (where they live and
what they do in their natural environments; Greene, 1994) enables
us to identify ecologically important biomechanical functions,
while field measurement of the time-varying biological and
physical interactions of organisms in natural habitats during their
ontogeny informs our design of biologically relevant laboratory
studies of their biomechanical performance.

Ecologically important aspects of biomechanical performance
Laboratory studies andmathematical models have revealed the basic
physics of how organisms do mechanical tasks such as supporting
their bodies, locomoting and feeding, but knowledge of the habitats
and ecological roles of organisms is necessary to understand the
selective pressures affecting their mechanical design. Field studies
enable us to identify which aspects of biomechanical performance
are important to the success of organisms in nature, saving us from
studying irrelevant aspects of biomechanical function. Here, I
mention a few examples focused on locomotion.
Early analyses of the physics of swimming by body undulation or

flapping paddles considered steady-state locomotion and explored
aspects of kinematics and morphology that maximized speed or
reduced the cost to travel a distance (Lighthill, 1971; Weihs 1994;
Webb, 1975; Webb and Weihs, 1983). However, for many
swimmers, escape from infrequent attacks by predators is more
important to fitness than efficient cruising, and the body designs and
kinematics of such animals enhance their ability to accelerate
(Daniel and Meyhofer, 1989), or reduce vulnerability to gape-
limited predators (Domenici, 2003). Webb (1984) analyzed body
designs and thrust-production mechanisms of diverse fish and found
that fish that feed on widely dispersed food have body and fin
morphologies that enhance efficient cruising, whereas fish that live
in structurally complex habitats and eat non-evasive prey have
features that improve maneuverability, and fish that eat locally
abundant evasive prey have designs that enhance acceleration.
The pendulum model for walking (Alexander and Jayes, 1983)

and the spring–mass model for running (Alexander, 1984;
Blickham and Full, 1993) explain the basic mechanisms by which
diverse legged animals move across flat substrata. However, in
nature, organisms locomote over rough substrata and can be
knocked over, so biomechanical analyses of how their body designs
provide passive or dynamic stability (Jindrich and Full, 2002;
Sponberg and Full, 2008; Li et al., 2019) are critical to
understanding how their morphology affects ecologically relevant
performance. Furthermore, knowledge of the habitats through
which organisms move can reveal novel modes of legged
locomotion. For example, crabs that scuttle along the substratum
underwater use a ‘punt and glide’ mechanism of locomotion with
different kinematics from those they use when running in air
(Martinez et al., 1998), and cockroaches that scramble through
narrow crevices switch from running to ‘body friction legged
crawling’ (Jayaram and Full, 2016).

Most analyses of animal gliding define good performance as
minimizing the vertical distance lost per horizontal distance
traveled, which occurs when the lift-to-drag ratio is maximized
(Pennycuick, 1968; Norberg, 1990). The enlarged webbed feet and
skin flaps of ‘flying frogs’ that glide through forest canopies were
thought to enhance their lift-to-drag ratio (e.g. Rayner, 1981), but
field measurements of living frogs and wind-tunnel experiments
with physical models showed that these features worsened their
gliding performance, but made them aerodynamically unstable and
thus very maneuverable when they reoriented their large feet
(Emerson and Koehl, 1990; McCay, 2001). Field studies showed
that flying frogs maneuver through complex forest canopies to travel
to breeding ponds at night. Measurements of wind in the forest
canopy showed that air motion turbulent enough to tumble a gliding
frog occurs during the day, but not at night when the frogs are
gliding (McCay, 2003). The discovery that maneuverability, rather
than glide performance, was the ecologically relevant aspect of
aerodynamic performance for forest-dwelling flying frogs
suggested that this might also be true for feathered dinosaurs such
asMicroraptor gui, whose fossils were found in deposits with forest
trees (Zhou et al., 2003). Like flying frogs, M. gui had large
aerodynamic surfaces rearward of the center of mass, and wind-
tunnel experiments with dynamically scaled physical models
showed them also to be unstable and maneuverable (Koehl et al.,
2011; Evangelista et al., 2014).

The aerodynamics of animal flight has mainly been studied in the
laboratory in still air or in wind tunnels with smooth air flow, but in
nature, flying animals and the complex vegetation through which
they navigate are buffeted by turbulent wind (Burnett et al., 2020).
Therefore, ecologically important aspects of flight performance in
nature represent trade-offs between aerodynamic stability and the
ability to navigate around obstacles and execute righting maneuvers.
Radio tags used to track bumblebees in the field while wind speeds
and turbulence intensities were recorded showed that bumblebees
forage in windy conditions. Wind-tunnel measurements of their
flight in different levels of environmentally relevant turbulence
showed that active responses of the bumblebees (increasing
wingbeat frequency; increasing stroke amplitude and asymmetry)
enable them to fly in turbulence (Crall et al., 2017). In contrast,
orchid bees improve their roll stability in turbulent wind by
extending their hindlegs ventrally, but this increases drag and the
power required to fly, and decreases airspeed (Combes and Dudley,
2009). The ability of hovering hummingbirds to vary wingbeat
frequency and body orientation when hit by vortices enables them to
harvest nectar from flowers in the wind (Ortega-Jimenez et al.,
2014)

Experimental analyses and mathematical models of the
biomechanics of swimming, flying and pedestrian locomotion are
generally done for organisms that are not carrying loads. However,
locomoting organisms in nature often carry ecologically important
things (e.g. food, nesting materials, eggs or young) that affect their
locomotory performance by increasing their mass, altering their
shape and moving their center of mass. Load carrying decreases the
speed and increases the energetic cost of flying at high Reynolds
number (Re) by birds (reviewed in Alexander, 2004), bats
(MacAyeal et al., 2011) and insects (Coelho and Hoagland, 1995;
Dillon and Dudley, 2004; Altshuler et al., 2005), of swimming at
intermediate Re by zooplankton (Svetlichny et al., 2017), of
swimming at low Re by microorganisms (Yasa et al., 2018; Weibel
et al., 2005), and of walking and running (Alexander, 2002).
Biomechanical analyses revealed which aspects of morphology and
kinematics are responsible for the reduced speed and/or increased
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mechanical work of locomotion while carrying loads (walking:
Browning et al., 2007; Tickle et al., 2013; Huang and Kuo, 2014;
flying: Nudds and Bryant, 2002; Hambly et al., 2004).
If load carrying hampers locomotion, this can affect the fitness of

organisms by hindering escape from predators, reducing foraging
effectiveness and increasing energy requirements. For example,
female copepods carrying external egg cases have higher respiration
rates, swim more slowly and are more vulnerable to capture by fish
predators than are females without eggs (e.g. Mahjoub et al., 2011;
Svetlichny et al., 2017). Similarly, choanoflagellates carrying
captured bacterial prey on their collars swim more slowly and
catch fewer prey per work done to create the feeding current than do
choanoflagellates not carrying prey (H. Nguyen, E. Ross, R. Cortez,
L. Fauci and M.A.R.K., unpublished data).
Studies of organisms that routinely carry cargos in nature reveal

morphological and kinematic features that enhance load-carrying
locomotory performance. For example, honeybees that carry pollen
and nectar use short-amplitude, high-frequency wing strokes that
are less energy efficient than the low-frequency, high-amplitude
kinematics of flies, but that enhance their ability to carry extra
weight (Altshuler et al., 2005). Wing flexibility also improves load
lifting by bees (Mountcastle and Combes, 2013). Female
mosquitoes must take off from a host after ingesting a blood meal
without being killed by the host. Unlike flies that take off by first
jumping up and then flapping their wings, mosquitoes at the start of
take-off flap their wings to generate aerodynamic forces while
extending their long legs, thereby minimizing forces their feet
impose on the host’s skin and reducing the chance of being felt and
swatted (Muijres et al., 2017). The ratio of flight muscle mass to
body mass determines the mating success of a male dance fly, which
must fly while carrying the female with whom he is copulating and
the food gift he used to entice her (Marden, 1989). Another
ecologically important behavior of many organisms is quickly
adding or removing a load (e.g. picking up or dropping prey or
young, autotomizing an appendage or tail). These rapid changes in
load bearing can cause sudden perturbations to locomotion, so
analysis of responses to such perturbations by diverse animals
reveals body designs and kinematics that make organisms robust to
abrupt changes in mass (Jagnandan and Higham, 2018).

Convergence of biomechanical designs in diverse organisms
meeting similar ecological challenges
We can learn basic principles about biomechanical designs by
studying features shared by different types of organisms performing
similar ecological tasks. The shapes of suspension-feeding benthic
animals in flowing water (Wainwright and Koehl, 1976) and pollen-
catching structures of plants in wind (Niklas, 1982, 1985) cause
flow patterns that enhance the capture of particles. The flexibility
that permits passive reconfiguration of benthic animals (e.g. Koehl,
1977c) andmacrophytes (e.g. Koehl, 1984, 2022; Carrington, 1990)
in water currents, and of terrestrial plants in wind (e.g. Vogel, 1984),
is an important drag-reducing mechanism for organisms attached to
surfaces exposed to ambient flow. The shapes of wings and
mechanisms of generating lift are similar for gliding plant seeds and
animals (e.g. Lentink et al., 2009; Bauer et al., 2020). Diverse
organisms, from protozoans to animals in different phyla, use arrays
of fine cylinders to catch particulate food or to capture molecules
from the surrounding water or air. All these diverse arrays of hairs
are subject to the same physical rules that determine how
morphology and kinematics affect the flow around or through the
arrays (Cheer and Koehl, 1987; Koehl, 1992, 1995), whether they
operate in water (e.g. Mead and Koehl, 2000; Koehl et al., 2001;

Koehl, 2004; Reidenbach et al., 2008; Waldrop et al., 2015) or in air
(e.g. Loudon and Koehl, 2000; Waldrop and Koehl, 2016). In
addition, physical rules that apply to all these different hair arrays
govern which mechanisms they use to catch particles and molecules
(Rubenstein and Koehl, 1977; Shimeta and Jumars, 1991).

Organisms alter the physical environment
The physical environment encountered by organisms is often
modified by other organisms, so field studies should assess both the
abiotic and biotic environment. Stands of sessile organisms alter
wind or water flow through a habitat, thereby changing the
conditions experienced by flying, swimming or running organisms,
by dispersing seeds or spores, and by other sessile organisms. Both
field measurements and mathematical models describe how
terrestrial plant canopies, from forests to wheat fields, and
aggregations of intertidal marine organisms in air at low tide
reduce wind speeds and affect light, heat and humidity (Campbell
and Norman, 1998; Monteith and Unsworth, 2013; Helmuth et al.,
2010; Denny, 2016). Kelp beds and seagrass meadows slow water
currents and damp waves (Jackson and Winant, 1983; Koehl and
Alberte, 1988; Gaylord et al., 2003; Koch et al., 2006; Koehl, 2022),
as do coral reefs (Koehl and Hadfield, 2004; Reidenbach et al.,
2006). Sessile organisms living alone or at the edges of aggregations
have less protection from fluid dynamic forces or desiccation than
do those in the middle, which instead suffer depletion of air- or
water-borne resources by upstream organisms (bryozoans:
Okamura, 1984; mussels: Okamura, 1986; seagrass: Fonseca
et al., 2019). Solitary and edge-dwelling individuals can have
different morphologies and biomechanical performance than do
conspecifics in the middle of aggregations (e.g. Holbrook et al.,
1991; Koehl and Silk, 2021). The environment encountered by
epibionts living on a sessile organism depends both on the
flexibility of the host and on whether the host is in an aggregation
(Koehl and Daniel, 2022).

Infaunal organisms alter the physical environment of
sedimentary habitats. Burrowing animals change the cohesion and
compaction of marine mud (Clemo et al., 2022). Tube-building
marine worms affect local flow velocities along sediment surfaces
that alter patterns of deposition and resuspension of particles and
microorganisms, thereby affecting food availability for benthic
suspension feeders (Eckman, 1985; Johnson, 1990).

Groups of swimming or flying organisms affect water or air
motion. Swarms of swimming zooplankton increase mixing of
water in the ocean (Dabiri, 2010; Katija, 2012). Flow generated by
animals swimming in schools alters the cost of swimming in ways
that depend on their arrangement and spacing (Weihs, 1975; Liao,
2007; Pan and Dong, 2020; Catton et al., 2011; Saadat et al., 2021).
Air flow in flocks of flying birds (Lissaman and Shollenberger,
1970; Usherwood et al., 2011) and swarms of flying insects (Ahmed
and Faruque, 2022) depends on the arrangement of individuals
relative to each other and can affect flight aerodynamics and
stimulate changes in wing kinematics.

Environment can modify organism morphology and mechanical
properties
To understand the biomechanical performance of organisms in
nature, we should determine whether their morphology or
mechanical properties are altered by their environment. Interaction
with the environment sometimes can improve biomechanical
performance. Radular teeth of some gastropods have a
microarchitecture that causes them to be sharpened as they are
abraded during grazing (Padilla, 1985; Wang et al., 2014).
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Barnacles at wave-exposed sites are chipped by small water-borne
debris into shapes that are more resistant to crushing by logs
slammed onto the shore by waves (Pentcheff, 1991). In contrast,
when kelp fronds are knotted and tangled as they are whipped back
and forth by waves, hydrodynamic forces on them increase (Burnett
and Koehl, 2019). Epibionts raise hydrodynamic forces on their
hosts by increasing host stiffness and/or size (Koehl and Daniel,
2022). Herbivore damage of macroalgae produces weak spots where
they are likely to break when exposed to ambient water flow
(Burnett and Koehl, 2022). Sometimes, pruning by herbivores
reduces hydrodynamic forces on macroalgae and improves their
chances of surviving big waves (Black, 1976), while in other cases,
breakage at herbivore wounds is an important cause of mortality
(Koehl and Wainwright, 1977; Burnett and Koehl, 2020). Ocean
acidification weakens calcified skeletons and shells of some marine
organisms, but not others (Kroeker et al., 2010), and reduces the
strength of byssal threads attaching mussels to the shore (O’Donnell
et al., 2013).
Some organisms remodel themselves in response to cues from the

environment (West-Eberhard, 2003). Macroalgae provide examples
of such plasticity. Some respond to herbivore damage by increasing
the strength and toughness of their tissues (Lowell et al., 1991) or by
widening their support structures (Burnett and Koehl, 2019). The
magnitude of tensile stress in kelp blades due to hydrodynamic
forces induces the blades to grow into shapes that enhance
performance in their local water flow habitat (Koehl and Alberte,
1988; Koehl and Silk, 2021).

Microhabitats
Diverse organisms living at the same site can experience very
different physical conditions. Striking examples of microhabitats
are provided by bottom-dwelling marine organisms. Water flowing
along a surface is slowed, so a velocity gradient develops between
the substratum and the freestream current; short organisms in this
‘benthic boundary layer’ encounter slower flow than their taller
neighbors (e.g. Koehl, 1982; Jumars and Nowell, 1984). Local

topography and nearby organisms also alter the ambient flow
experienced by an organism. Thus, on a coral reef exposed to waves
with peak freestream velocities >1 m s−1, a sea urchin sitting on the
top of the reef would encounter peak velocities of ∼0.3 m s−1

(Fig. 1A), while a microscopic larva would experience peak
velocities of only 0.1 m s−1 (Fig. 2A). However, within the reef
between coral branches, an urchin would see peak velocities of only
∼0.08 m s−1 (Koehl and Hadfield, 2004), while a larva would
experience peaks of ∼0.02 m s−1 (Fig. 2A). Furthermore,
hydrodynamic forces hitting the shore vary on spatial scales of
centimeters as a result of substratum topography and the complexity
of turbulent waves (Gaylord, 2000; O’Donnell and Denny, 2008).
An example of quantifying spatial variation on a shore of physical
features (e.g. topography, wave force, temperature) and biological
parameters (e.g. species diversity, recruitment, predator abundance)
is given in Denny et al. (2004).

Organisms can inhabit similar microhabitats at sites exposed to
different physical conditions. Motile animals seek microhabitats
with suitable conditions and sessile organisms can change the
microhabitat they experience by altering their morphology. For
example, sea anemones experience maximum velocities of
∼0.1 m s−1, both when assuming short postures on the floor of
surge channels exposed to waves with peak freestream velocities
of ∼6 m s−1, and when standing taller at protected sites washed by
small waves with peak freestream velocities of only ∼0.5 m s−1

(Koehl, 1977a).

Temporal scales and biomaterial mechanics
Most biomaterials (tissues, skeletal materials, secretions) have
strain- and time-dependent mechanical properties that vary with
temperature (e.g. Wainwright et al., 1976; Vincent, 2012). Thus,
their stiffness, resilience, strength, extensibility and toughness in
natural habitats depend on temperature and on the rates, durations
and frequencies of forces they experience. For example, the
connective tissue (mesoglea) of the body wall of a hydrostatically
supported sea anemone is viscoelastic. Materials-testing procedures
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Fig. 1. Water velocity measured using acoustic Doppler
velocimetry 0.02 m above the top of a coral reef subjected
to turbulent waves. (A) Shoreward (positive values) and
seaward (negative values) water velocity plotted as a function
of time. (B) Spectrum of a 6 min record of velocity showing
how much of the variation in velocity is due to fluctuation at
different frequencies.
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that simulated the magnitude, frequency and duration of different
mechanical stresses on mesoglea in nature showed that it is stiff and
resilient when subjected to brief stresses simulating muscle
contraction or repetitive battering by waves, is compliant when
subjected to steady stress in a tidal current lasting a few hours that
reshapes anemones into configurations that enhance prey capture,
and is extended to twice its resting length when subjected for 24 h to
low stress due to the small internal pressures sea anemones use to
inflate themselves (Koehl, 1977b). The strength of byssal threads
that mussels use to attach themselves to the shore is greater at high
strain rates, so they are most resistant to breaking when exposed to
rapid loading when hit by waves (Carrington and Gosline, 2004).
Frond tissue of some macroalgae is stronger when stretched rapidly
to simulate wave impingement than when pulled more slowly
(Burnett and Koehl, 2021).
Animal activities can affect mechanical properties of

biomaterials. The cuticle between segments of a female locust’s
abdomen is a stress-softening material, so its stiffness decreases and
extension increases if it is subjected to repeated cycles of being
stretched to a stress higher than the peak of the previous cycle

(Vincent, 1975). When inserting their abdomens into the ground to
deposit eggs, locusts stretch and relax their abdomens in this cyclic
way, so stress softening enables them to stretch their abdomens to
much greater lengths than would be possible with one steady
extension. Mollusk shell has a high breaking strength when exposed
to a single application of force (Currey and Taylor, 1974), but when
predatory crabs use their claws to break clam shells, they repeatedly
squeeze the shells at stresses lower than breaking stress. Under this
repetitive loading, the shell material accumulates small cracks that
eventually cause fatigue fracture (Boulding, 1984). Other examples
of how predation success is affected by the time dependence of
biomaterial properties are reviewed in Higham et al. (2021).

Life-history strategies and environmental stress factor
The likelihood that a structure will fail is given by its safety factor,
the ratio of breaking stress (force per cross-sectional area) of its
material to the maximum stress it experiences during its lifetime.
Biological structures exposed to predictable stresses generally have
lower safety factors than do those exposed to unpredictable stresses
(Alexander, 1981). However, the size, shape and material properties
of organisms change during ontogeny and differ between sites, and
the mechanical stresses they experience change with the seasons.
Therefore, an ecologically relevant measure of likelihood of failure
is ‘environmental stress factor’ (ESF), the ratio of the breaking stress
of a component of an organism at some stage in its life to the
maximum stress experienced by that component as it functions in
the habitat of the organism during that life stage (Johnson and
Koehl, 1994). Morphologically plastic organisms such as kelp,
which change their shape and material properties in response to
environmental signals, can have the same ESF in different physical
habitats (Johnson and Koehl, 1994). Because ESF can change
during the life of an organism, low ESF correlates with the times
during ontogeny and the seasons when organisms get broken
(Johnson and Koehl, 1994; Stewart, 2006; Wolcott, 2007; Sirison
and Burnett, 2020; Koehl and Daniel, 2022).

Organisms face trade-offs between investment in mechanical
support versus investment in reproduction, and different life-history
strategies balance these two factors. Some macroalgae grow quickly
and reproduce before winter storms wash them away (low ESF in
winter) (Johnson and Koehl, 1994; Koehl, 1999; Koehl and Daniel,
2022), while others grow slowly, producing strong thalli that survive
storms (high ESF year round) and reproduce year after year (Koehl,
1999). Barnacle species in habitats with high levels of crab
predation (low ESF year round) grow quickly, produce weak
shells and reproduce early, whereas species not subjected to crab
predation grow slowly, produce strong shells, live longer and
reproduce later (Murdock and Currey, 1978). During winter,
mussels increase their investment in byssal threads that anchor
them to rocks, improving attachment strength twofold over their
tenacity during summer and autumn, when they invest more in
growth and reproduction. However, if big storms arrive early
relative to this annual cycle in attachment strength, many mussels
wash away (Carrington, 2002).

In some cases, ‘bad’ (from an engineering perspective) mechanical
designs enhance ecological performance. Soft tunicate colonies attach
to surfaces with weak glue, but this ‘bad’ glue protects them from
damage when they are ripped off surfaces by ambient flow, enabling
them to disperse to new habitats where they reattach to surfaces
(Edlund andKoehl, 1998). For a coral with long, narrow branches that
are easily broken bywaves, this ‘bad’ design provides amechanism of
asexual reproduction and dispersal because the broken fragments
survive and reattach to the reef (Tunnicliffe, 1981). ‘Bad’ engineering
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Fig. 2. Water velocities encountered by microscopic larvae of Phestilla
sibogae crawling on coral. (A) Laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV)
measurements of water velocity in a wave flume 200 µm from a coral surface
(unpubished data from the study reported in Reidenbach et al., 2009) at the
reef top, and 8 cm below the reef top. Water flows back and forth. Dotted line
indicates zero velocity. Dashed line shows the peak velocity of a flow pulse
that dislodges larvae of P. sibogae off a surface, measured using the device
in B. (B) Frame of a video of P. sibogae larvae (numbered) crawling on a
surface subjected to pulses of water flow like that shown in A. Colored
arrows show instantaneous velocity vectors measured using particle image
velocimetry (PIV) of 13 µm beads in the water.
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enhances reproduction and dispersal by an alga that increases its
buoyancy and has weaker stipe tissue when it becomes reproductive.
These reproductive algae are easily ripped off the substratum by
ambient water flow and form floating aggregations where they shed
gametes and are transported to new sites by currents (Stewart, 2006).
Seagrasses use a similar strategy for long-distance dispersal (Harwell
and Orth, 2002; Källströma et al., 2008), although some reproductive
shoots are strong enough to persist at a site during storms (Patterson
et al., 2001).
These examples illustrate the importance of considering how the

timing of ontogenetic changes of organisms relates to the temporal
patterns of environmental stresses theyexperience, and of understanding
how the relationship between life-history strategy and mechanical
design can affect the reproductive success and fitness of organisms.

Meeting the challenges of mechanical ecology
Biomechanical studies in the field can be difficult, and studying
biomechanical performance in the lab under ecologically relevant
conditions can be tricky, but various approaches to these challenges
have been developed.

Measuring physical environments and organism mechanics in the
field
Challenges to biomechanical research in the field range from carrying
equipment across rough terrain or keeping electronics working
underwater, to fending off attacks by territorial fish. When we
pioneered field biomechanics, we used home-made force transducers
(Koehl, 1977a; Denny, 1982) and flow meters (Koehl, 1976, 1977a;
LaBarbera and Vogel, 1976), recording their output on audiotape.
Today, technological advances in miniaturizing and weatherproofing
electronics, transmitting and recording signals, and digital imaging
enable us more easily to make a wide array of biomechanical
measurements in the field (Denny, 2012; Bauer et al., 2020; Burnett
and Gaylord, 2022), including particle image velocimetry (PIV)
(Katija and Dabiri, 2008; Sutherland et al., 2011).
Biomechanics can also be done in natural habitats with

inexpensive techniques useful for pilot studies and student field
trips. Water flow is visualized using dye streams (Koehl, 1977d;
Norton et al., 1982), and air flow by smoke streams (Kawai, 1981).
The translation and expansion of dye blobs is used to quantify
advection and turbulent diffusion of water-borne materials through a
habitat (e.g. Koehl et al., 1993, 1997). Water or air velocity is
measured by timing particles carried by the fluid across measured
distances, or by deflection of calibrated flexible cantilevers bent by
the flow (Koehl, 1977d). Weight-loss rates of Life Savers candy
attached to organisms can be used to measure boundary shear
velocities along their surfaces (Koehl and Daniel, 2022).
Mechanical spring scales are used to measure peak water
velocities (Bell and Denny, 1994), peak hydrodynamic forces on
organisms (Koehl, 1999), and flexural stiffness (Koehl, 1977d) and
attachment strength of organisms (Bell and Gosline, 1997; Koehl
and Daniel, 2022).

Identifying spatial and temporal scales relevant to organism function
in natural habitats
Field studies reveal that the physical and biological environment of an
organism vary on awide range of spatial and temporal scales, while an
organism’s size, structure, behavior and ecological role can change
during ontogeny. Therefore, when measuring environmental
conditions, we must determine how the organism encounters its
habitat. What is the spatial scale of the biomechanical process? What
are the rates, frequencies and magnitudes of loads on the organism in

nature? How does the environment vary from second to second,
during a day, with the seasons, and year to year? How do these habitat
variations relate to the timing of ontogenetic changes during the
lifetime of the organisms?

Patterns of spatial and temporal variation of natural habitats can
be described quantitatively using various approaches detailed by
Denny (2016). Spectral analysis has long been used to identify
the scales of variation in space or time of measured parameters
in the environment (Platt and Denman, 1975). For example, the
magnitude of ambient water velocity at a field site can be plotted as
a function of time (Fig. 1A). A Fourier transform of such data
decomposes the record into a series of waveforms of different
frequencies and reveals how much of the total variance in velocity
is due to fluctuations at each frequency (Fig. 1B). Statistical
techniques can predict the occurrence of rare extreme environmental
events that cause high mortality (e.g. violent wind gusts, huge ocean
waves), which can be more important ecologically than average
conditions (e.g. Denny et al., 2009; Denny and Dowd, 2012).

Replicating field conditions on ecologically relevant scales in the
laboratory
To illustrate in more detail some of the ways we can measure the
physical environment on the scale of organisms and replicate those
conditions in laboratory experiments, I will use examples from our
studies of swimming and crawling by microscopic larvae of bottom-
dwelling marine animals in turbulent, wave-driven ambient flow
(Koehl and Reidenbach, 2008). Some zooplankton are abundant
and large enough that their swimming relative to the water in which
they are being carried can be measured using PIV and trajectory
tracking simultaneously in the field (Sutherland et al., 2011). In
other cases, the organisms are too rare or small to be studied in the
field, so we turn to the lab.

We used the sea slug Phestilla sibogae, whose larvae recruit onto
coral reefs, and the tube worm Hydroides elegans, whose larvae
recruit onto fouling communities in harbors, to study how larvae
carried in ambient flow can land and stay on suitable surfaces.
During different seasons and times of day, we measured the velocity
of the wavy, turbulent water flow in the field at different distances
from surfaces of coral reefs (Fig. 1A) and fouling communities, and
used spectra of these flow records (Fig. 1B) to recreate the same
velocity profiles and fluctuations over coral reefs or fouling
communities in laboratory wave-flumes (Reidenbach et al., 2009;
Koehl et al., 2013; Pepper et al., 2015). By illuminating a
millimeter-thick slice of moving water in the flume with a sheet
of laser light and making high-speed videos of marker particles and
of fluorescent dye (simulating odors) leaching from the reef or
fouling community, we could simultaneously use PIV and planar
laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF) to measure instantaneous fine-
scale distributions of velocities and odors in the water (Fig. 3A,B).
We used laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV) to measure velocity
within a few hundred micrometers from surfaces of coral reefs
(Fig. 2A) or fouling communities to determine water motion
encountered by microscopic larvae near and on those surfaces
(Reidenbach et al., 2009; Koehl et al., 2013). LDV can resolve flow
microhabitats produced by tiny topographic features (<1 mm).

Using agent-based models of larvae swimming in our PIV–PLIF
data, we determined how their trajectories were affected by their
motion through the water, rotation by local shear, response to odors
and transport by ambient flow (Koehl et al., 2007; Koehl and
Cooper, 2015). Following calculated trajectories of larvae through
our PIV–PLIF data, we determined the temporal patterns of their
encounters with odors from the substratum (Koehl et al., 2007;
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Koehl and Cooper, 2015). It was thought that larvae encounter a
diffuse concentration gradient of chemical signals above a benthic
community (Eckman et al., 1994), but we discovered that larvae
swim through fine filaments of odor, and that the frequency of those
encounters increases as larvae near the substratum (Fig. 3C). Using
this information, we designed a device to video responses of
P. sibogae larvae swimming through fine filaments of coral odor at
realistic concentrations and temporal patterns (Hadfield and Koehl,
2004). These experiments revealed that these larvae sink in odor
filaments above a threshold concentration, and resume swimming
after exiting such filaments. Giving larvae this behavior in our
agent-based models revealed that this simple on–off behavior
enhanced rates of larval settlement onto a reef by ∼20% (Koehl
et al., 2007). We tested our model in the field by using it to predict
the spatial distribution of P. sibogae landing on coral reefs, and
found that field recruitment patterns matched model predictions
(Hadfield et al., 2006). The frequency of encounters with pulses of
high shear, vorticity and acceleration also increases as larvae get
closer to surfaces (Koehl and Cooper, 2015; Pepper et al., 2015).We
are currently using fluidic devices to mimic the temporal patterns of

these hydrodynamic perturbations so we can record larval responses
through a microscope.

LDV measurements of velocity along surfaces enabled us to
study swimming and crawling of microscopic organisms near or
on test surfaces in realistic flow. We investigated reactions of
H. elegans larvae to surfaces of developing fouling communities by
mimicking LDV-measured flow in a miniflume small enough for
microvideography. PIV and larval tracking revealed that larvae
swimming within millimeters of a surface are rotated by the local
shear such that they ‘bounce’ along the substratum, which enhances
their exploration of surfaces (Koehl et al., 2022). LDV data also
enabled ecologically relevant measurements of larval adhesive
strength. Standard procedure for measuring adhesive strength of
microorganisms is to expose surfaces where they are attached to
steady water flows of different velocities to determine the shear
stress required to dislodge them (e.g. Koehl and Hadfield, 2004).
However, flow on larvae on surfaces is pulsatile (Fig. 2A), so we
developed a device to expose larvae on surfaces to pulses of flow
mimicking those they encounter in nature (Fig. 2B). Phestilla
sibogae adhere with mucus, a shear-thinning material that behaves
like an elastic solid until it is sheared beyond a critical strain, at
which point it becomes a viscous liquid (Denny, 1984). The mucus
attaching larvae exposed to steady water motion is deformed far
enough to flow and larvae are sheared off surfaces, but in brief
pulses of water motion the mucus acts like an elastic bungie cord
that stretches and then recoils before the next pulse. The adhesive
strength of larvae exposed to realistic pulses of water motion
revealed that they are washed away from the tips of coral branches,
but can adhere to surfaces in the slower flow within the reef
(Fig. 2A).

Mechanical ecology and evolutionary biology
Arnold (1983) formalized a framework for studying the evolution of
morphology: structure determines organism performance, which in
turn affects fitness (Fig. 4). Comparative biomechanics, which
discovers how morphology affects aspects of performance, has
enhanced our understanding of evolution in several ways. The non-
linear dependence of performance on dimensions of structures
reveals regions of morphospace where there is permission for
diversity of form without functional consequences and areas where
small structural changes have large effects on performance or enable
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Fig. 3. Velocity vectors and concentrations of chemical cues in the
water above benthic communities in wavy water flow. (A,B) Maps at
different instants of velocity vectors and concentrations of chemical cues
released from a fouling community (concentration proportional to pixel
brightness) in a wave flume. (C) Concentration of a chemical cue released
from corals that are encountered by a larva of P. sibogae swimming at
different heights above the reef (calculated as described in Koehl et al.,
2007). Dashed lines indicate the mean threshold concentration of cue that
stimulated larvae to sink (gray shading indicates standard deviation)
(Hadfield and Koehl, 2004). The frequency of encounters with odor
filaments above threshold concentration increases as larvae get closer
to the reef.

Genetics

Traits
Performance

Fitness
Ecology

Physical
constraints

Fig. 4. Diagram of Arnold’s framework for the evolution of morphology.
The structure of various traits affects their performance, which in turn affects
the fitness of the organisms with those traits. The relative fitness of different
individuals determines the prevalence of different genotypes in the
population, which determines the morphologies of traits in that population
(Arnold, 1983). Here, I argue that physical constraints limit biomechanical
performance, and that ecology determines how performance affects fitness,
but can also influence how physical constraints affect performance.
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novel functions (Fig. 5A,B) (Koehl, 1996). These physical rules,
along with analyses of how multiple morphological features affect
the performance of specific tasks (‘many-to-one mapping’) provide

insights about the evolution of functional innovations (Koehl, 2000;
Wainwright, 2007). Many studies published in JEB have mapped
biomechanical function onto a phylogeny to reveal the evolutionary
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Fig. 5. Using mechanical ecology to study the evolution of morphology. Diagrams of the basic approach of Kempes et al. (2019), where the
mathematics of this approach are described. (A,B) Determine how different physical constraints in a specific type of habitat affect performance of a defined
task for a range of lengths of a body part (Trait I). These examples show different non-linear effects on performance by constraints 1 and 2. (C) Calculate net
performance of a task as a function of trait length due to multiple constraints acting simultaneously. In this example, constraint 1 has a bigger effect on
performance when the trait is short, and constraint 2 is more important when the trait is long. (D) Several traits can affect the performance of a task. In this
example, physical constraints 1 and 2 have different effects on task performance as a function of length for Trait II than they do for Trait I. (E) Calculate net
performance by the organism of a task carried out by multiple traits acting together. (F) Organisms perform multiple tasks (e.g. run, chew), each depending
on multiple traits. Overall performance of the organism (a measure of an ecologically important function such as prey capture per energy expended, or a
measure of fitness such as lifetime reproductive output) is the net result of many tasks. In this example, physical constraints limit body size; the black circles
indicate the peak performance possible for different body sizes, and the white circle indicates the optimal body size where overall performance is maximized.
These steps can be repeated for a different type of habitat because environment can affect biomechanical performance.
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history of functional traits in a clade (reviewed in Wainwright and
Reilly, 1994; Bels et al., 2003; Müller, 2003; Wainwright, 2007;
Patek and Longo, 2018). Physical and mathematical models of
biomechanical function of extinct organisms can shed light on the
history of life on Earth (Kingsolver and Koehl, 1985; Alexander,
2003a,b; Koehl, 2003).
Traditionally, ecology entered into evolutionary analyses because

it determines how performance translates into fitness, but studies of
mechanical ecology reveal that the environment also influences how
morphology affects performance (Fig. 4). Two recent papers have
proposed quantitative approaches for incorporating mechanical
ecology into evolutionary biology (Kempes et al., 2019; Higham
et al., 2021). Both recognize that physical laws set limits on
biological form, that trade-offs between different functions affect
overall performance, that different structures and mechanisms can
accomplish a given function, that ecological conditions affecting
performance and fitness vary in space and time, and that ontogenetic
changes of organisms are important. Higham et al. (2021) use safety
factor as a key metric in assessing the evolution of form and
biomechanical performance, whereas Kempes et al. (2019) consider
the interactions of multiple tasks in determining overall organism
performance and physical limits (approach summarized in Fig. 5).

Conclusions
The diverse examples described above show that the physical
environment and ecological interactions of organisms can
determine how their morphology affects biomechanical functions
that can impact their fitness. Therefore, field studies of how
organisms function in their variable natural habitats throughout their
ontogeny help us understand ecologically relevant biomechanical
performance and the evolution of morphology. If we can couple an
organism’s corpse (morphology only) and ghost (functional traits
only, without underlying morphology), and connect them with its
ecology, then our understanding of its biomechanical design will
not be a mirage.
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